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ABSTRACT
jClust is a user-friendly application which provides access to a
set of widely used clustering and clique ﬁnding algorithms. The
toolbox allows a range of ﬁltering procedures to be applied and
is combined with an advanced implementation of the Medusa
interactive visualization module. These implemented algorithms are
k-Means, Afﬁnity propagation, Bron–Kerbosch, MULIC, Restricted
neighborhood search cluster algorithm, Markov clustering and
Spectral clustering, while the supported ﬁltering procedures
are haircut, outside–inside, best neighbors and density control
operations. The combination of a simple input ﬁle format, a
set of clustering and ﬁltering algorithms linked together with the
visualization tool provides a powerful tool for data analysis and
information extraction.
Availability: http://jclust.embl.de/
Contact: pavlopou@embl.de; rschneid@embl.de;
skossida@bioacademy.gr
Supplementary information: Supplementary data are available at
Bioinformatics online.
1 INTRODUCTION
There exists a big variety of clustering algorithms, which are
applicable to a wide range of problems. Most of them are available
either as source code, as part of a software package like in R or
Matlab packages or are available online. Beside the commercially
available ones, there are a few web-based or standalone tools like
NeAT (Brohee et al., 2008), Cluster 3.0 software (de Hoon et al.,
2004) or Cluto (Zhao and Karypis, 2005) which provide access to
some of the clustering algorithms. Nevertheless, it requires typically
some effort to either implement the source code into own projects,
get familiar with a specific software package or prepare the data for
a specifically needed input format. A major weakness of most of
the currently available tools is that they lack the interactivity and an
easy visualization module to explore and navigate through the data.
Here, we present the toolbox jClust, which aims to bridge the gap
between analysis and visualization by integrating clustering analysis
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algorithms with tools able to provide these results visually. The tool
provides access to a widely used set of clustering algorithms and
simultaneously allows the interactive visualization of the data. It
reads from a very simple input file format and produces a human
readable output file. jClust comes with a user-friendly GUI that
makes the functionality and the parameterization of the algorithms
easy and we believe that jClust gives the users, the opportunity to
analyze and visualize biological data in a fast, easy and efficient
way.
2 CLUSTERING
jClust supports a variety of supervised and unsupervised clustering
analysis methods. These are k-Means (MacQueen, 1967), Spectral
clustering (Paccanaro et al., 2006), Affinity propagation (Frey and
Dueck, 2007), Restricted neighborhood search cluster algorithms—
RNSC (King et al., 2004), Markov clustering—MCL (Enright et al.,
2002), MULIC (Andreopoulos et al., 2007a, b) and Bron–Kerbosch
(Coen and Joep, 1973). Concerning k-Means and the Spectral
clustering, the number of clusters needs to be defined by the user. The
k-Means (MacQueen, 1967) algorithm requires a full, all-against-all
distance matrix to run whereas this is not a requirement for the other
implemented algorithms. All of the algorithms besides k-Means are
suitable for sparse graphs and all of the methods are able to analyze
large-scale data as long as the local computer memory permits it.
The Bron–Kerbosch (Coen and Joep, 1973) algorithms is a very
well-known algorithm for finding cliques in a graph, meaning that it
isolates strongly connected sub-areas where every node is connected
to every other node—all-against-all connections—that belongs to
the same clique. All of the aforementioned clustering algorithms
assign nodes to only one unique cluster whereas the Bron–Kerbosch
(Coen and Joep, 1973) algorithm allows a node to belong to more
than one cluster.
3 FILTERING
jCluster gives to the user the opportunity to filter noise from the
predicted clusters that have been calculated by one of the previous
methods. This way, in a second step, clusters can be enriched by
nodes that are important or shrink by removing nodes that should
not belong to the cluster. Here, we implemented the following
procedures: (i) density, (ii) haircut, (iii) best neighbor and (iv) cutting
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Fig. 1. This figure shows some protein complexes that were predicted after applying Spectral clustering algorithm and filtering the results with parameters
density = 0.7 and haircut = 3 in a yeast protein–protein dataset (Gavin et al., 2006). The budding yeast Arp2/3 complex shown on the right part of the figure
was successfully predicted as it is mentioned in the literature (Winter et al., 1999).
edge operation. The density method applies a threshold, which filters
down clusters below a certain allowed density. The haircut operation
detects and excludes vertices with a low degree of connectivity from
the potential cluster. In contrast to the haircut operation method,
the best neighbor method tends to detect and enrich the clusters
with candidate vertices that are considered as good ‘neighbors’.
The cutting edge operation filters out cases of densely connected
sub-areas, which are only sparsely connected to the rest of the
network. A detailed explanation of how these methodologies, are
mathematically defined and how they can be parameterized is given
online in the Supplementary Material.
4 VISUALIZATION
We updated the Medusa (Hooper and Bork, 2005) visualization tool
to graphically represent the produced clusters. Medusa can be used
as an external application or can alternatively be called through the
jClust application. Medusa is now more interactive and supports
many layout algorithms that make the tool much more informative
and the extraction of the biological knowledge easier. In contrast
to the previous version, users can isolate connections of specific
nodes and hyperlink them to external data sources. A predefined
clustering layout algorithm is implemented to distribute nodes in
an efficient way to visualize distinct clusters. According to this
layout, N centers, where N is the number of clusters produced, are
initially calculated on a grid distribution and then nodes that belong
to the same cluster are placed circularly around these centers. This
way, users can very easily see and identify distinct groups of nodes,
see patterns and visually evaluate the correctness of their analysis.
Through the Medusa application, users can save the final results in
other formats that are readable by external visualization tools.
5 FUNCTIONALITY
The input file is very simple. It only requires a list of weighted
connections where the weight determines the importance of the
connection. These files could contain, for example, protein–protein
interaction data resulting from experiments or other data sources
like protein–chemical interactions coming from the Stitch database
(Kuhn et al., 2008) or experimentally calculated sets like yeast
protein–protein datasets (Gavin et al., 2006). jClust provides a Java
interface, which allows parameterization for any of the available
algorithms and shows the final and intermediate results in the GUI
jtext areas, which are simultaneously saved as text files. These files
also keep the track about the information regarding the distinct
clusters, the nodes that belong to them and the connections between
the member and nodes of each cluster.
6 CONCLUDING REMARKS
We believe that the jClust toolbox provides a simple but yet powerful
tool for researchers in the life science field as it integrates a very
strong collection of lately implemented clustering algorithms with an
easy to use visualization tool. jClust can be used to address various
questions like classifying similar literature abstracts, identifying
protein families according to their sequence or domain similarity or
predicting protein complexes from protein–protein interaction data.
The usefulness of the tool was already shown in a biological case
study recently published (Moschopoulos et al., 2008). There, we
show how the combination of clustering (in that case a RNSC and
MCL) and filtering algorithms can be applied to protein–protein
interaction data to predict protein complexes (see Figure 1). The
newer version of the Medusa visualization application provides an
enriched functionality and interactivity, which makes exploration of
data and navigation easier. Further information about the algorithms,
the filters, their parameters, some typical application examples and
real biological datasets are offered online in the Supplementary
Material section.
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